Gamma Knife surgery, a neuromodulation therapy in epilepsy surgery!
The more classical approach for Epilepsy surgery is the removal of the epileptogenic zone (ZE). We present a critical review of information in favor of a possible non-destructive effect of radiosurgery in epilepsy surgery. Clinical material of patients with epilepsies related to a lesion in highly functional areas subjected to radiosurgery with relief of the seizures and no functional worsening is available. We applied direct treatment of the EZ with good efficacy in the absence of destructive aspects on the MR and no functional deterioration (e.g. hypothalamic hamartomas). Experimental studies have shown biochemical differential effect of radiosurgery on the striatum, glial cell elimination, stem cell migration toward the target area, sprouting,... Plasticity phenomenon are induced by radiosurgery when using non necrotizing dosemetry. There is clinical and experimental evidence of Gamma Knife capability to induce modulation in the neural system. Detailed mechanism of this modulation and dosemetric parameters enabling to induce such plasticity with no necrosis are still unknown. Subpial transection turning out actually to be quite disappointing, there is a specific rationale to test radiosurgery capability to treat EZ cortex while preserving the underlying function of this cortex when the functional risk for cortectomy is too high.